
MARCH 13, 2017

Upcoming Event: IN/IL and USC/UCLA Joint Consortium National Dissertation Workshop

The 3rd annual Joint Consortium National Dissertation Workshop will be held at Indiana University Bloomington on June 23, 2017 and will focus on "Modern East Asia." Graduate students at any stage of their dissertation preparations are encouraged to attend, share 15-30 page writing samples (dissertation chapters or partial chapters), and trade feedback with other students and mentors. Participants are required to fund their own travel, but the Indiana University Bloomington East Asian Studies Center will provide materials, some meals, and one night of lodging.

The workshop will be led by three mentors, Dr. Michael Robinson, Professor Emeritus of East Asian Languages and Cultures at Indiana University; Dr. Mariko Tamanoi, Professor of Anthropology at University of California, Los Angeles; and Dr. Fei Hsien Wang, Assistant Professor
of History at Indiana University, who focus on modern Korea, Japan, and China, respectively. For more information, please see the flyer or visit the Indiana University East Asian Studies Center website.

Application Deadline: April 10, 2017

Event Reminder: Grad Forum - Funding Applications

The CIS/EASC/KSI Graduate Student Professionalization series continues with the Funding Applications workshop, which is designed to provide USC graduate students with tools to help them navigate the application process for research grant funding. This workshop will feature Carol Wise, Associate Professor of International Relations, and Sonya Lee, Associate Professor of Art History, East Asian Languages & Cultures, and Religion. All USC graduate students are welcome.

Monday | March 27 | 12:00-1:30 PM | SOS B40 | RSVP | Flyer

Event Wrap: USC-PCC Partnership-Visit USC Day
Last Thursday, 15 Pasadena City College students came to USC as a part of the third annual USC-PCC Partnership Visit USC Day. Students toured the campus, sat in on Prof. Brett Sheehan’s EASC 160: China and the World GE course and joined USC students in the annual Chinese Language Program Gala. This visit is one of many events put on by EASC and the PCC Global Club to promote cross-campus communication and provide support for PCC students interested in transferring to four-year institutions like USC. 

**PHOTOS**

**Upcoming Opportunities**

**WorldTeach China Global Education Fellowship**

The WorldTeach Global Education Fellowship is now accepting applications for students and recent graduates to teach English in cities and towns in Hunan Province, China. Applicants, if accepted, should expect an early August departure. For more information about the program and to apply, please visit [www.worldteach.org](http://www.worldteach.org).

**Application Deadline: Saturday, April 15, 2017**

**2017 STARTALK Korean at USC**

USC Korean Language program is offering free Korean classes for high school students, whose Korean proficiency skills range from zero to Novice Mid. Successful participants will receive credit upon completion. This program is funded by a NSA federal grant and in partnership with the USC Upward Bound Program. To apply, please click here.

**Application Deadline: Sunday, April 30, 2017**

**Events Around USC & LA**

*Instructions to All Persons: Reflections on Executive Order 9066 Exhibit*

February 18 - August 13 | 11:00 AM - 5:00 PM | JANM

*New Frontiers: The Many Worlds of George Takei Exhibit*

March 12 - August 20 | 11:00 AM - 5:00 PM | JANM

*The Coming of Tulku Screening*

Tuesday | March 14 | 11:00 AM - 2:00 PM | Taiwan Academy

*Wu He and Remains of Life - Talk by Prof. Michael Berry*

Thursday | March 16 | 1:00 - 2:00 PM | Taiwan Academy

Comments? Questions? Promotion requests?  
easc@dornsife.usc.edu